PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Inforider
Market data visualization and analytics terminal
• Multi-asset
• Market data replay
• Advanced analytics

DATA UNIVERSE
- Equities
- Indices
- Futures
- Options
- FX
- Market indicators
- Reference data

Inforider is a sophisticated multi-asset market data visualization and analytics terminal,
powered by a comprehensive set of on-demand real-time, historical and calculated data
services.
Designed with advanced technology, including efficient and cost-effective hardware and
software components, Inforider brings unprecedented speed, resilience and flexibility to data
management, visualization and analytics.

DATA SERVICES
Real-time and delayed
Real-time and delayed
market data feeds
Historical
On-demand historical tick
data services and querying
tools: tick level market
replay, data extraction
Aggregated
Aggregated streaming data:
ready-made charting candles
or on-the-fly calculations
Calculated
Greeks, theoretical options
pricing, custom indices,
market indicators, gainers/
losers, etc.

dxFeed’s expertise in apps, data storages, application integration and development of vibrant
eco-systems results in the most flexible, scalable and reliable data management solution
available on the world market.

APPLICATIONS

KEY BENEFITS

- Trading
- Analysis
- Surveillance
- Education

USERS
- Traders
- Quants
- Wealth Managers
- Risk Managers
- Fraud/Surveillance Analysts
- Brokerages
- Exchanges

PLATFORMS
- Desktop: Windows, Mac, Unix
- Web
- Mobile
- AR/VR

Intuitive historical data playback

Live Alerts

Market Replay, Time Machine and
order book reconstruction tools across
different markets and asset classes

Be the first to know what’s happening
in your markets

Powerful historical data analysis

Sophisticated pricing engine

Back-testing of trading models and
strategies, tick-level historical charting,
data analysis and investor education

Arbitrage-free theoretical option
prices calculation based on real-time
or historical data

Zero footprint

Customizable interface

No need to deploy any infrastructure
to support this service

Supports multi-monitor display of
market information with custom
widgets layout

INTEGRATION

SUPPORT 24×7

Easy 3rd party integration
Integration with trading venues and
banking software

Data export
Quick and easy data export to various
formats

Powerful set of APIs
Easy to integrate with a set of APIs (Java,
C/C#, JavaScript, REST) which require very
low effort to build fully functional market
data interfaces

Supports any market data vendor
Can be used in conjunction with the
dxFeed data services or integrated with
a client’s enterprise data infrastructure

LEARN MORE
Visit www.dxfeed.com/inforider-terminal/ for more details.
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